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Meeting the Challenge—Maintaining an
Effective Dual Language Program
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by David Rogers, Dual Language Education of New Mexico
Maintaining a strong program over time can
be as challenging as launching a new one. In
two to three years, once the excitement of new
program implementation has passed, then the
multiple challenges of maintaining an effective,
established program begin.
Teacher turnover, change in leadership,
misdirected educational mandates, and the
friction of a growing program within an
established school community are just a few of
the challenges that can threaten the mission and
fidelity of a dual language program.
Remember “The Basics”
Educational mandates and other political forces
often pressure leadership to compromise the
program design and implementation of this
enrichment model. The dream of dual language
education, however, requires an unwavering
commitment to program fidelity, beginning
with the program’s non-negotiable components:
a minimum of 50% of instruction in the target
language, strict separation of languages, and a
K-12 commitment.
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To many people, these
non-negotiables may seem
counterintuitive to ensuring
second language learner
success. But over four
decades of research in second
language acquisition and
native language instruction
lays a foundation for the
effective implementation and
development of programs
that produce bilingual/biliterate students. This research
supports the non-negotiable
components that, when
faithfully realized, ensure

Teams from middle schools in the
Grandview, Washington, area prepare
for work on dual language program
evaluation and action plans.

academic, linguistic, and social success for
both English learners and native English
speakers in an enrichment program.
Trusting in your program model is
paramount in ensuring implementation
fidelity and student success. Respect for
the three non-negotiable components
must be established and maintained by all
stakeholders. Reflection, self-evaluation,
and action planning are necessary to
ensure continuous improvement of both
the program’s implementation and the
instruction in a dual language classroom.
Component One:
A minimum of 50% of instruction is
delivered in the “target” language.
Precious instructional time is committed
to content and literacy instruction in the
target language, and that does not include
lunch, recess, and “specialty” classes like
library, computer lab, physical education,
art, etc. Specialty classes may be considered
part of the core instruction only when they
—continued on page 10—

Maximizing Teaching and Learning with
Language Functions and Structures
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by Denise Sandy-Sánchez, Dual Language Education of New Mexico
functions such as sequencing, comparing, or inferring is
Within the teaching and learning process, teachers
what differentiates one content area from another.
regularly write and state objectives such as,
“students will…” Complete the statement for any
Identifying and reflecting on language functions allows
standard, and it is guaranteed there will be an
teachers to recognize the specific language associated
associated function, such as describe, compare,
with using, locating, recalling, sequencing, comparing,
synthesize, justify, etc. Language functions are the
and inferring. If students are asked to demonstrate
skills or actions associated with a task. In order
their understanding through these functions, then the
to understand language functions, it is important
associated language needs to
to identify how they
be included and connected
are situated within
to the teaching, learning,
educational standards,
and content. Thinking
lessons, assessments,
about language, the function
and desired student
of language connected to
outcomes. The process
content, and the desired
of “power planning,”
student outcomes pushes
focused on including
teaching and learning
language objectives based
beyond the delivery of
on standards and content
material and vocabulary lists.
objectives, does not ask
teachers to do more.
When teachers identify
Instead, it highlights the
the language function(s)
need to be purposeful
Teachers in Clark County School District plan
associated with assessments,
when selecting activities
standards-based lessons with language functions
they can plan instruction
to address standards and
and structures during a Power Planning Institute.
around students’ needs and
students’ academic needs,
background
knowledge.
Students’
use of language
identifying associated instructional language,
in different contexts informs teachers as they design
providing language structures to support students’
lessons to include language objectives and supports
language use, and linking lessons and languages
that maximize students’ participation, use of academic/
with life-long learning.
content language, and demonstration of learning.
As part of the power planning process offered
In a Power Planning Institute, participants’ study of
by DLeNM, participants identify standards and
language functions is supported by material from the
their associated language functions to address. For
Cognitive Academic Language Learning Handbook
example, “Use the text’s structure or progression of
(CALLA) (1994) and translated adaptations by
ideas such as cause and effect or chronology to locate
DLeNM, task demands appropriate to the stages
and recall information.” In this case, the functions
of language proficiency (Cloud et al., 2000), and
are use, locate, and recall. Since language functions
questioning techniques for each level (Addison-Wesley,
are the skills associated with teaching and learning
1996). These handouts provide sample language
tasks, it is important to note that these are not
functions, student uses for these functions, and
content bound. Students are asked to use, locate, and
recall in biology, algebra, social studies, and language examples of teacher commands associated with each.
In addition, English and Spanish examples of teacherarts. For this reason, teachers need to make explicit
generated language structures are provided.
connections to help students understand that these
functions and the language structures associated
Language structures are the language supports teachers
with them do not necessarily change across content
provide so that students have a frame for participating
areas. The language and specific vocabulary
and using language. Language structures provide both
used within the language structures provided for
—continued on page 3—
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expectations and support for students by connecting
language functions, content language, and the desired
student outcomes. Depending on a student’s level
of language acquisition, teachers can challenge and/
or make modifications to best support his or her
language development and conceptual understanding.
It is important to recognize that using these language
structures is done to support students and not to
limit their language use. It is not necessary to create
numerous language structures for each function.
Instead, teachers can create a few, listen to students
as they work, and highlight the diversity of student
language use as the lesson takes place. Below is a
participant-created example of differentiated language
structures for the function “seeking information:”
Pre-production
Teacher talk: Underline the/circle the/ point to dates, names,
events, etc., that led to the revolution.
Student talk: Student uses gestures/actions, points, circles,
etc., to demonstrate understanding. Teacher provides the
student with words and asks the student to repeat.
Early Production
Teacher talk: List events that led to the revolution.
Student talk: ________, ______, and _____ are events that
led to the revolution.
Speech Emergence
Teacher talk: How did these events impact/influence the
revolution?
Student talk: ______, ______, and _____ impacted/
influenced the revolution by _______.

These examples demonstrate different language
acquisition levels and language structures that teachers
might provide to support students in connecting
conceptual understanding and language development.
In addition to these examples, interactions among
peers will provide additional language supports and
models. These structures provide a frame for students
to use the content language, participate in the task, and
demonstrate their understanding.
Content and academic language levels can be further
supported through transference. Unlike translation,

In this way, teachers are intentional in using
transference so that language development and
understanding are maximized. All instruction
is conducted in the target language. Associated
non-target language terms can be written, while
maintaining a strict separation of oral languages.
Academic language is being modeled and fostered
while the teachers makes explicit connections
between languages and between conceptual
understanding in both languages. Transference is the
process of connecting understanding and language to
help students link their knowledge and feel successful.
The use of transference presumes that students
have conceptual understanding in one language and
are using it to attach new vocabulary to a known
concept. Learning new language and a new concept
at the same time requires additional time and
teaching/learning strategies in order for students to
be successful in acquiring and using the academic
language related to the new concept.
The use of language functions and structures, content
language and understanding, and transference can
support students’ academic success across content
areas. When teachers make connections between
language functions and language structures,
students see that these are not limited to a specific
content area. Rather, students can use structures
to demonstrate understanding across content
areas and transfer what they have learned in one
language to another. In the end, purposefully
connecting students’ use of academic language to
expectations and supporting transference between
languages and concepts fosters higher levels of
student understanding and higher levels of academic
achievement in both their first and second languages.
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Advanced/Intermediate
Teacher talk: Explain the reasons for independence.
Compare and contrast with the revolution.
Student talk: The reasons for independence are _____,
______, and ________. When compared to the revolution,
__________________.

transference is a process of supporting language
development across languages without direct
translation. For instance, many dual language
teachers know that cognates support language
development by allowing students to see similarities
and connections between languages. False cognates
should also be addressed. But transference goes
beyond the use of cognates to support students’
academic language development and understanding.
Teachers should evaluate current and past lessons
in relation to desired outcomes and assessments in
order to identify opportunities for transference.

Promising practices...
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Sugerencias para escoger literatura multicultural
para usar en el salón de clases
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Escrito por Rosie González, Arroyo Viejo Books; adaptado por Elia María Romero
Igualmente, deben proporcionar un ambiente y
Al entrar en cualquier salón de clases en Estados
lenguaje auténticos.
Unidos se puede observar una gran diversidad
lingüística y cultural reflejo de la sociedad en general.
= Los temas deben ser pluralistas para fomentar la
Este microcosmos de los salones escolares requiere
diversidad cultural como un capital cultural activo
que las bibliotecas de los salones de clases, de las
de este país y para reflejar la cambiante dinámica
escuelas y de las vecindades proporcionen libros que
demográfica del mismo.
representen esta diversidad cultural y lingüística.
Una literatura multicultural eficaz proporciona
= Los textos de ficción tanto contemporáneos como
textos auténticos que ofrecen modelos positivos a
históricos deben reflejar las tendencias cambiantes
imitar, argumentos y tramas relevantes, y personajes
en los papeles desempeñados por los grupos
polifacéticos bien desarrollados. Los libros de lectura
minoritarios en Estados Unidos.
con perspectivas multiculturales ayudan a fomentar
= Asimismo, estos textos deben presentar una
un entendimiento mutuo de las diferencias culturales
alta calidad literaria que incluya argumentos
y tolerancia hacia otras realidades. Al mismo tiempo,
sólidamente estructurados y una caracterización de
desarrollan la autoestima, la confianza, y el orgullo
los personajes bien desarrollada.
por la lengua materna.
= Siempre que sea posible, los argumentos deben ser
Los temas, personajes, y conflictos en los libros
fieles a la verdad histórica de los hechos planteados.
multiculturales pueden servir de referencia a los
= Los personajes deberán igualmente propiciar una
estudiantes para desarrollar una comprensión y
reflexión sobre sus valores culturales y los de otros.
respeto hacia otros grupos culturales así como
hacia el suyo propio. A través de esta literatura,
= Por último, si el ambiente presentado se desarrolla
los estudiantes aprenden a establecer conexiones
en los Estados Unidos, éste debe ayudar al lector
personales con las tragedias y los triunfos de los
a construir una imagen lo más cercana posible a
protagonistas. Igualmente escriben y agregan sus
la realidad de la cultura diversa de este país y de la
propias voces personales a este mosaico cultural y
herencia de los grupos minoritarios que
lingüístico. De la misma manera, aprenden a valorar
la conforman.
perspectivas y experiencias múltiples como parte
de su proceso de aprendizaje permanente. Este tipo
Estos criterios no son una lista definitiva, sino un
de libros es de gran relevancia ya que permite a
punto de partida para que los maestros puedan
los estudiantes llegar a convertirse en ciudadanos
explorar los muchos y variados aspectos de la literatura
productivos de esta sociedad cada vez más pluralista. multicultural y aplicarlos en su práctica docente diaria.
Además, los maestros pueden
Para poder afirmar que una literatura multicultural consultar con colegas, padres,
histórica o contemporánea representa a los diversos y su comunidad étnica local
grupos culturales y lingüísticos de cualquiera de
utilizando este conocimiento
nuestras escuelas, ésta debe reunir, según la mayoría especializado y sus propias
de los investigadores en esta materia, los siguientes
perspectivas.
componentes críticos:
Los siguientes libros son
= Debe presentar personajes positivos con
comportamientos auténticos y realistas que eviten buenos ejemplos de literatura
multicultural que se puede
estereotipos de un grupo cultural en particular.
usar en el salón de clases:
= Las ilustraciones deben ser auténticas para darle Amelia’s Road es una conmovedora historia
una mayor calidad al texto, ya que éstas tienen
que relata la vida de las familias y niños migrantes.
un fuerte impacto emocional en los niños.
—continúa en la página 5—
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Siempre de lugar en lugar, la familia de Amelia lleva
cuenta de los acontecimientos por las fechas de las
cosechas. Llevan solamente las pertenencias que caben
en el coche, y nunca se establecen en un lugar. Amelia
desea un lugar al cual pertenecer. Un día en la escuela,
Amelia hace un dibujo de una casa blanca con un gran
árbol por el que la maestra le otorga una hermosa
estrella roja como premio. Después, descubre un
camino que llega a un árbol como el que ella dibujó.
Amelia visitará este lugar a menudo y enterrará una
pequeña caja llena de sus tesoros antes de seguir a la
próxima cosecha. Por primera vez en su vida, Amelia
siente que tiene un lugar al que pertenece.
Esta historia comienza en México
cuando el autor es joven y sus
padres le informan de que van
hacer un viaje muy largo a
“El Norte.” El libro relata el
movimiento de la familia
de cosecha en cosecha
en busca de trabajo. El
trabajo agotador y el
efecto angustiante de cada
mudanza se narran a través de
la voz del niño protagonista al tener que
dejar cada vez la escuela, o faltar a ésta por meses
para poder trabajar y ayudar a sus padres. Francisco
Jiménez logra hábilmente retratar los fuertes lazos de
amor que mantienen unida a esta familia.

DLeNM

I am an immigrant from Mexico and arrived in
this country in 1986 at the age of 11. I learned the
English language during school and graduated
from high school with honors. Due to lack of
appropriate citizenship status, I was unable to
continue "my dream" of becoming a teacher.
However, a year later I was able to get a green
card and enroll in college. I attended New Mexico
State University and received my Bachelor's of
Science in Bilingual Elementary Education.
My dream finally came true and I became an
elementary school teacher. Five years later I
received my Master's Degree in Educational
Administration. It is with great pride that I can
now say I am the principal of a K-8 dual language
charter school, Christine Duncan Community
Charter School. This is my third year as principal
and I love my job!
Educational Research indicates that dual
language immersion, whether it is a one-way
or a two-way program, is the most effective
model for bilingual education and English
Language Learners. I encourage you and your
administration to support English language
learners through dual language programs.
Transitional bilingual models are subtractive
programs that do not allow students to continue
to develop their native language. This is a very
important factor in the life of immigrants, and
inhibits their ability to become successful in
school. In order to decrease the dropout rate
among minorities, we need to fund and support
programs that are proven to be the most effective
for all students.
Thank you for your attention, and I wish you well
as you reform our schools and our country.
Jesús Moncada
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En este libro en forma de diario, Amada narra
su propia historia. Amada comienza en su diario
contándonos lo ansiosa que está por la mudanza de su
familia desde Juárez, México, a Los Ángeles. A pesar
de las promesas de su papá de una vida mejor, a ella le
preocupa que nunca puedan
volver a Juárez, que no pueda
aprender inglés, y que su papá
tenga problemas encontrando
trabajo. Amada anota las
diversas etapas de su viaje, su
estancia con sus parientes en
Mexicali, el viaje a Los Ángeles,
y la alegre reunión final con su
padre. A lo largo de todo este
diario, se puede apreciar cómo
todas las experiencias de los personajes se ven a través
de los ojos y las sensaciones de una niña, y cómo su
narrativa detalla con éxito la odisea de toda la familia.

This personal testimonial was sent by Jesús
Moncada to President Obama’s transition
team earlier this year. In the Spring issue
of Soleado, we printed a letter to Secretary
of Education Arne Duncan from Jim Lyons,
Washington representative for the Alliance
for Multilingual/Multicultural Education.
In this issue, we launch the new advocacy
column by Jim Lyons, “The View from
Washington,” on page 12.

Promising practices...
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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The Role of Assessment in Instruction
Promising practices...

by Christina Fritz, Riverside Publishing
Teaching is much like putting together a jigsaw puzzle.
The pieces are randomly laid out on the table, but
how do they come together? There is a system for
solving puzzles—find the sides and form the frame.
Find the like color pieces, organize them in reference
to the picture on the box, and put them together
to complete the puzzle. This takes time and varies
depending on the puzzle’s difficulty. But what if there
is no picture of the completed puzzle? Without an
image of how the pieces ultimately fit together, the
task becomes almost impossible. Teaching is much the
same. If a teacher does not have a clear understanding
of the desired outcomes of instruction, the learning
process becomes difficult, and the learning is random
at best.
The role of assessment in instruction is to measure
what a learner understands about the content being
taught. Thus, the assessment is the completed image
of learning—the picture on the cover of the puzzle
box that we use as reference. Instruction provides
students with activities and experiences that unfold
the content, and effective classroom assessment
mirrors that instruction. This provides both the
teacher and student with information to make
adjustments throughout the learning process.
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Defining Assessment
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Assessment has two goals: 1) identify what a student
understands in order to determine instructional next
steps, and 2) evaluate the student’s overall proficiency
with the content. The teacher’s role is
to choose an assessment that will demonstrate what
the student truly learned about the content in
reference to the standards. Just as the teacher
differentiates instruction to deliver the content,
he/she needs to differentiate assessment to
accurately determine the student’s proficiency.
Assessment becomes intentional and is designed
before instruction begins.
Formative assessments are checkpoints for student
learning and help the teacher to adjust instruction
to the learner’s needs. Formative assessments are
not used to determine grades, because they inform
instructional next steps rather than being evaluative.
They can be formal (performance tasks, homework or

classroom assignments, exit slips) or informal (student‘s
thumbs up or down, teacher observation).
Summative assessments are used to evaluate student
learning after instruction and determine a student’s
level of proficiency. These assessments are culminating
events and tend to be formal in nature, usually taking
the form of end-of-unit tests, a final performance like a
play or demonstration, or a written paper.
Differentiating Assessment

The teacher’s role in differentiating assessment is clear:
1) publish the criteria for proficiency, 2) provide the
student with varied opportunities to demonstrate
learning, 3) determine the student’s level of proficiency,
and 4) modify instruction to meet student needs. For
the student, differentiated assessment means having
options for demonstrating content understanding.
This is important for all learners, but especially for
English and dual language learners. Allowing students
to select from a menu of assessments empowers them
to learn and gives them a sense of control in the process.
Differentiated assessment provides the teacher with
evidence to determine the learner’s strengths and
weaknesses, level of mastery, and future learning needs.
In math, for example, students are taught that when you
multiply two numbers, the product is a larger number
(2 x 2 = 4). However, when multiplying fractions, the
product is smaller (½ x ½ = ¼). Students with the
misconception that “multiplication means bigger” will
struggle when learning to multiply fractions. An easy
way to ensure student understanding is to ask students
to place the problem in a familiar context and then
share their models. Some examples of ½ x ½ = ¼ are:
half of 50¢ is 25¢ or half of a half of a pizza is a fourth
of the pizza. To mitigate the language barrier, second
language learners can share their understandings by
representing or modeling their perspective as they learn
math vocabulary and syntax.
Where to Begin?

Standards are outcome measures—the criteria used to
establish student proficiency. Think of the standards
as a continuum that describes the learning progression.
At each grade level, students are expected to achieve
mastery of certain knowledge and skills that further
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the learning. These are benchmarks for which students
demonstrate understanding; assessments determine
where on the continuum this understanding lies.
To this end, the learning process begins with the
standards, which set the expectations for assessment
and instruction. The teacher must understand the
intent of the standard and ask, “What will it look
like for my students to understand this concept?”
The answer shapes the instructional and assessment
experiences needed and must also consider the needs of
all students in the class. How will this assessment affect
second language learners? Special needs students? Highachieving and middle-of-the-road students? The need
for assessment to capture the learning of all students is
why it is important for them to select from appropriate
options to show their understanding.
For example, for a student to “justify his/her thinking,”
the classroom experiences must support the ability
to form an opinion—learn facts, model the concept,
listen to other’s ideas, and discuss opinions. These
experiences also have to provide the language required
to participate in the assessments. The assessment will
mirror the learning. The teacher establishes the criteria
for proficiency, and students can meet those criteria
by writing and presenting a paper or commercial or
participating in a panel discussion or debate. All of
these would demonstrate the ability to justify thinking
and could be done alone or in a group. Second language
learners benefit from group work in that they begin to
process the content with peers and hear and rehearse
the language needed to explain their understandings.

Effective strategies to help alleviate students’ language
load include “show, don’t tell,” peer modeling, concrete

The Language of Assessment

Assessment is often an afterthought rather than an
intentional outcome. When forethought is given
to learning outcomes, there is greater connection
to instruction and a clearer picture of student
understanding. The design of the assessment and
instruction links to the language of the standard.
The verbs in a standard define what the students
should do in relation to the content, determine
the instructional design, and provide the degree
of proficiency needed to show mastery. Bloom’s
Cognitive Domain¹ (Figure 1, p. 8) helps to quantify
the learning and is comprised of six levels of learning:
Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis,
Synthesis, and Evaluation.
As the level of knowledge increases, it is no longer
appropriate to assess understanding with traditional
paper and pencil measures. When designing the
assessment or the learning outcome, it is important to
work backward from the standard. Once the teacher
has identified what proficiency for the standard will
look like, she can begin to design the instructional
activities and assessment that will support student
learning. The type of assessment given should match
the intent of the standard.
The knowledge level requires recalling facts and
definitions. To remember the names and abilities of
the Greek Gods, students can memorize information
and show their recall in a summative matching test.
Instructional tasks have the students participating in
a fact bee or becoming a Greek God and embodying
the character. These types of activities help students
transfer knowledge into long-term memory and
remember it much longer than if they just memorized
it for a test. If the goal is to have students really know
the material, then provide activities that will help
them transfer the knowledge and establish the criteria
for proficiency so students know what to expect.
Comprehension can be shown by explaining steps
or facts and summarizing stories. In mathematics,
comprehension means students can explain the steps
to solving an equation, like converting decimals to
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Providing assessment choices to students engages
them in their learning and makes the class more
dynamic. Especially critical when working in a second
language, assessment options that accommodate a
student’s level of language proficiency reduce barriers
to demonstrating learning and allow students to draw
on their strengths to show what they know. These
assessment options provide invaluable information
about what students know and are able to do with
respect to both language and content. The essential
component of assessment choice is for the teacher
to identify the criteria for proficiency and use those
criteria to evaluate the student’s proficiency, regardless
of the student’s chosen assessment option.

analogies/examples, cooperative learning groups, and
the use of familiar concepts to explain ideas. A key
consideration for instructing language learners is to
know and use their strengths to develop limitations.

Promising practices...
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fractions. Students who have trouble demonstrating
this skill on paper may successfully show and
explain their understanding by using manipulatives.
Applying the scientific process has students using
the scientific method for an experiment. Analysis
breaks down structures into their component parts.
To demonstrate proficiency, students might dissect
a poem, a flower, an equation, or a political system.
Asking students to synthesize material essentially
means creating something new, usually based on the
concepts learned at lower levels of cognition. Writing
a short story, designing a model, creating a play or
a news segment would all demonstrate proficiency.
Evaluation requires students to justify their opinions.
Writing a review of a novel or evaluating a painting or
poem is an assessment of student understanding.

Final Words

Good assessment blends with instruction and aligns to
the intent of the standards. The role of assessment is to
get an accurate reading of what students understand
about the content. Teachers with a clear picture of the
desired learning outcomes will have an easier time
piecing together the instructional puzzle and will know
when students are proficient and when they need
more support. An effective teacher sets expectations
for students, aligns instruction to reach the goals,
encourages students to learn, and provides them with
a variety of opportunities to show their understanding.
Students build on their strengths and develop both
language and content understanding as they engage
in—and become responsible for—their learning.

Figure 1: Bloom’s Taxonomy

Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation
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Application

Comprehension

Knowledge

Bloom’s
Cognitive
Level

Verbs in the Standard

Student Engagement

Student Activities

Strategies that Support Students
by Reducing the Language Load

Defines, describes, identifies, knows,
labels, lists, matches, names, outlines,
recalls, recognizes, reproduces, selects,
states

Remembering facts,
terms, concepts,
definitions, principles

Recite a poem; quote sports
statistics; know and state safety
rules or procedures; sequence
timeline of dates

Participate in a fact bee; play Jeopardy
or bingo; choose from items/pictures;
match items and definitions; draw and
label; categorize pictures; answer yes/no
questions; ask students, “What do you see/
know?”

Comprehends, converts, defends,
distinguishes, estimates, explains,
extends, generalizes, gives examples,
infers, interprets, paraphrases, predicts,
rewrites, summarizes, and translates

Explaining or interpreting
the meaning of material,
stating a problem in own
words

Explain a process or the steps to
complete a task, explain the steps
to solve an equation; summarize
a story in writing; provide
examples of a concept

Draw and label pictures of a process rather
than writing process; sequence/organize
pictures or representations; role play;
provide examples of a concept or choose
from list of examples

Applies, changes, computes, constructs,
demonstrates, discovers, manipulates,
modifies, operates, predicts, prepares,
produces, relates, shows, solves, uses

Using a concept in a new
situation or unprompted
use of an abstraction;
Applying what was
learned in novel
situations

Use a menu to plan food for
a party; use rules to solve a
non-routine problem; create a
classroom procedures manual;
create a math model of an
equation; conduct an experiment
using the scientific process

Play instructional games; create models or
represent concepts visually; peer teaching;
use frames or scaffolds for reporting
results or procedures

Analyzes, breaks down, compares,
contrasts, diagrams, deconstructs,
differentiates, discriminates,
distinguishes, identifies, illustrates,
infers, outlines, relates, selects, separates

Breaking material down
into its component parts
to see interrelationships
or hierarchy of ideas

Troubleshoot a computer
problem; dissect a poem;
compare components of a story
or problem; compare concepts
(political or economic systems)

Use cooperative learning groups
for students to break apart visual
representations of the analysis (i.e., create a
diagram of the digestive system); use Venn
diagrams to show comparisons

Categorizes, combines, compiles,
composes, creates, devises, designs,
explains, generates, modifies, organizes,
plans, rearranges, reconstructs,
relates, reorganizes, revises, rewrites,
summarizes, tells, writes

Producing something
new or original from
component parts

Write a short story, play, or fable;
create a model, use information
to make predictions; organize a
school or class event

Create a picture book of the concept;
write a story, etc., with scaffolds as needed;
shared writing; create a diorama, model, or
other visual representation; plan an event

Appraises, compares, concludes,
contrasts, criticizes, critiques, defends,
describes, discriminates, evaluates,
explains, interprets, justifies, relates,
summarizes, supports

Making a judgment based
on a pre-established set of
criteria

Write or act out a review of a
book or movie; support thinking;
participate in a debate; provide
feedback to class or group
members; serve as peer editor

Role play; create videos; perform a song;
participate in a debate; “sell” a book; selfevaluate performance; provide feedback to
peers; edit student work; defend opinion,
with language scaffolds

Resources
1. Bloom B. S. (1956). Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Handbook I: The Cognitive Domain. New York: David McKay Co Inc.
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Offering New Mexico school districts the
opportunity to recruit highly qualified bilingual
teachers from Spain, this visiting teacher program
also provides students, educators, and families the
opportunity to work and interact with professionals
from other countries. These teachers act as regular
members of the school’s staff, are paid according to
their experience and certification, and make a one
to three year commitment to teach in New Mexico,
if the district chooses to rehire them. The visiting
teacher program for 2009-2010 is sponsored by
the Ministry of Education and Science of Spain,
the UNM Division of Continuing Education, the
National Hispanic Cultural Center, and the New
Mexico Public Education Department.

objective of inculcating more internationalism into
the curriculum and she works tirelessly for our
education community. We feel incredibly fortunate
to have a teacher of her caliber, dedication and
enthusiasm at our school…

;Chad Redwing,
Cottonwood Classical Preparatory School,
Albuquerque
Olga Herrera has made an immediate and
significant impact on our students, both in and
beyond the classroom… Having a Spanish native
who is already a polished teacher working with our
faculty has been a considerable gift…

;James W. Leonard,

Here are some reflections from schools who have
hosted visiting teachers through their participation
in this program…
We at St. Michael’s have been delighted to have Mr.
Francisco Martínez Peramos with us this year… Mr.
Peramos arrived in August and jumped right in to fulltime teaching with six Spanish I classes. He is young,
good-natured, well liked by our students, and has
natural teaching abilities… As a department chair, I
have been amazed at how easy the process of hiring Mr.
Peramos and having him come over here has been…
We are planning on Mr. Peramos returning for a
second year of teaching with
us next year. I would highly
recommend this process to
any other school...

Promising practices...

Expanding Horizons in New Mexico with
Visiting Teachers from Spain

Santa Fe Preparatory School,
Santa Fe
Participating school districts have clearly defined
responsibilities to help ensure a successful and
positive experience for both the visiting teacher
and the host school. For more information, please
contact Fernando Martín at The Spanish Resource
Center (located at the National Hispanic Cultural
Center), 505.724.4743 or language.assistant@
state.nm.us. You can also visit http://dce.unm.edu/
profesores-visitantes.htm.

;Peter Drake,
Soleado—Summer 2009

St. Michael’s H.S.,
Santa Fe
Ms. Cano-Solís assures
that students have a
complete Spanish language
immersion experience,
while utilizing an array
of intriguing pedagogical
tools. Her skill and
grace in the classroom
illustrate her training and
experience… She helps
our institution meet its

DLeNM
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Promising practices...

focus on curriculum standards and are delivered in
the target language by a highly qualified teacher.
Maintaining fidelity to Component One:
1) Recruit specialty teachers with academic target
language proficiency.
2) Utilize social and extra-curricular activities to
reinforce the use and practice of the target language
during lunch, assemblies, clubs, field trips, etc.
3) Establish expectations for use of the target language
by support staff and community who interact with
students; this raises and sustains the language’s status.

Component Two:
Strict separation of language for instruction
(no translation)—
In the dual language program, language is the
means for teaching and learning—not the subject
of learning in and of itself. For this reason, dual
language teachers remain in the language of
instruction, do not translate, and provide a “pure”
and powerful model when delivering instruction in
each program language.
Maintaining fidelity to Component Two:

Soleado—Summer 2009

1) Students commit to becoming bilingual and to
helping each other maintain the target language.
2) Set policy for language use among parents, visitors,
and staff participating in the classroom.
3) Self-reflect and self-evaluate the use of the
target language.
4) Redirect students who leave the target language, and
celebrate second language use.
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4) When comprehension is strong in L2, but ability to
demonstrate knowledge in L2 is limited.

Component Three:
Building a kindergarten-12th grade program—
Reaping the full benefits of dual language education
comes from participation in a K-12 program. Without
K-12 implementation as the focus, most elementary
programs begin with little input from their secondary
“feeder” schools. Since implementation begins simply
at kindergarten and first grade, there’s a feeling of
sufficient time to get the secondary program on
board. However, the reality is that new program
implementation is intense, and there is little time to
effectively plan for a secondary extension.
Developing a secondary dual language program
is often overwhelming. This challenge can be
complicated by a lack of ownership on the part of
the secondary program, a change of interest and
perceived need of students, the complexity of adding
a new program to a proven master schedule, and/
or a lack of qualified staff. Successful K-12 programs
recommend that the secondary personnel participate
in initial program planning for elementary schools.
This enables the secondary staff to help define
K-12 program goals/expectations, commit to the
students enrolling in the program, and prepare their
contribution to the program by aligning curriculum,
assessment, staffing patterns, etc.

Planning for a K-12 dual language program
implementation requires the development of
district-wide support systems. Benefitting individual
Translation may be sparingly used as an instructional school programs, families, and community, these
systems focus on resource allocation, professional
strategy when there’s a natural interference or
development, human resources/staffing, assessment,
“disconnect” in how a learner is using one language
and public relations/marketing. The policies and
to learn another. Understanding how languages are
procedures developed through these systems facilitate
developed through comparison is a powerful tool
student placement, teacher and principal evaluation,
for language learners, so time may be committed
leadership training, special services within a dual
to examining interference and/or disconnect in
language program, and late entry policy for students.
bilingual development with students.
Dual language enrichment programs are the gold
1) When teaching about cognates and/or word roots that standard in English learner and multilingual/
carry meaning and connect one language to the other.; multicultural enrichment education. If dual language
educators keep their hearts focused on the dream and
2) When there’s overuse and/or misuse of vocabulary—
their work focused on the fidelity of their program’s
a spontaneous lesson can strengthen language use;
implementation, we will continue to reap the benefits
3) When erroneous L2 use becomes habitual; and
of our dual language enrichment programs.

Appropriate times to translate:

DLeNM

by James J. Lyons, Esq.
Washington Representative—Alliance for Multilingual, Multicultural Education (AMME)
The wheels of government have never turned faster
than since the swearing-in of Barack Obama as
44th President of the United States. Congress has
approved and the President has signed legislation
appropriating more than a trillion dollars to
stabilize our financial system and to jump start our
economy. Education, together with health care and
energy independence, are featured elements of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
At the same time, advocates for bilingual learners
have moved swiftly to establish a new national
organization, the Alliance for Multilingual,
Multicultural Education (AMME), to promote
fundamental change in national language
education policy and practice. AMME has already
influenced the new Administration’s actions in
this regard.
On January 23rd, the day he was sworn-in, I wrote
to Education Secretary Arne Duncan requesting
that the Obama Administration file a brief in a
case coming before the Supreme Court this month,
Horne v. Flores. In Flores, Arizona argues that
the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) supersedes
and renders irrelevant and obsolete the Equal
Educational Opportunities Act of 1974 (EEOA)
which essentially codified the Supreme Court’s
decision Lau v. Nichols and provided parents
with the right to sue in federal courts for its
enforcement. Advocates for bilingual learners
reinforced our request in emails to Secretary
Duncan and key White House officials.

Many opportunities lie ahead. In his first speech
on education, President Obama emphasized
that divisive debates over educational dogma

Since the President’s speech on education,
Secretary Duncan has specified four requirements
for the expenditure of stimulus funds. States must:
•Adopt internationally benchmarked standards
and assessments that better prepare students for
college and a career.
•Build high-quality data systems that track a
student’s academic career, making it possible
to tell which teachers, programs and schools
are effective.
•Recruit more high-quality educators to
underperforming schools as well as to subjects
like math and science.
•Support effective strategies to turn around
underperforming schools.
Each of these requirements holds promise for
bilingual learners. AMME will promote raising
U.S. language education standards to international
levels—teaching all students at least two languages.
Similarly, the required comprehensive, longitudinal
data systems can dramatically improve the
coherence and effectiveness of instruction
for bilingual learners and accountability for
their academic performance and educational
attainment. The requirements regarding teacher
recruitment and strategies to turn around
underperforming schools also can work to the
advantage of bilingual learners.
Turning the promise of change into concrete reality
will require extraordinary effort on everyone’s
part. Educational improvement and reform is a
national imperative and endeavor. As you work in
the classroom to improve instruction, AMME will
work in Washington to improve national policies
and programs for bilingual learners. Together, we
can bring about the changes that students deserve
and the future requires.

DLeNM
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This week the Obama Administration filed an
amicus brief in Flores which argues persuasively
for the continuing legal vitality of the EEOA. The
administration’s brief also counters the other
arguments advanced by Arizona in support of
their request to overturn the District and Appeals
Courts decisions in favor of limited-Englishproficient students.

and ideology must give way to fundamental
educational reforms based on empirical evidence.
This new policy perspective is especially
auspicious for bilingual learners and advocates of
multilingual, multicultural education.

Promising practices...

The View From Washington—April 2009
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Coming Events

; Two-Way CABE, 17th Annual
Two-Way Bilingual
Immersion Program Summer
Conference—July 5-9, 2009, Monterey,

national

California: Two-Way CABE is an
affiliate of the California Association
of Bilingual Education. For more
information, please visit
www.twowaycabe.org.

; La Cosecha 2009, 14th Annual
Dual Language Conference—
November 18-21, 2009, at the
Albuquerque Convention Center,
Albuquerque, New Mexico: Visit www.
lacosecha.dlenm.org for conference
and registration information. Be sure
to see the new “Call for Proposals” for
prospective presenters, as well!

; The New Mexico Assocation for
Bilingual Education, 37th Annual
NMABE Conference—Bilingual
Multicultural Education: Pathway
to Success: September 24-26, 2009,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Early
registration deadline is June 30. For
more information, please visit
www.nmabe.net

Informing Dual Language
Instruction...
Is your school using the DRA2/EDL2
as a literacy/bi-literacy assessment?
Support teachers’ professional study and
implementation with the first volume
of the new DLeNM Monograph Series,
Informing Dual Language Instruction—
Making the Most of DRA2/EDL2
Assessment Data. The monograph is now
available for purchase ($15.00 includes
shipping and handling); you can sample
the document and order on-line at
www.dlenm.org, “What’s New.” DLeNM
members receive a complimentary copy
as part of their membership benefit. The
second title in the monograph series,
focusing on use of the Guided Language
Acquisition Design framework in dual
language classrooms, will be out later
this month.
New District Membership
Opportunity
DLeNM is pleased to add a districtlevel membership to its individual and
institutional membership options.
Please visit www.dlenm.org/membership
for information on membership
benefits and pricing at all three levels.
Welcome to Ysleta Independent School
District, our first district membership!

===============================
Interested in learning more about G.L.A.D. (Guided Language Acquisition Design)?
There will be a Two-Day Foundations Workshop on June 15-16, 2009, in Santa Fe,
New Mexico (site TBD). The classroom demonstration will be September 8-11,
Algodones E.S., in Algodones, New Mexico (demo grade TBD). For more
information, please contact Lisa Meyer-Jacks at lisa@dlenm.org or visit www.dlenm.org
and take a look at the professional development and instruction/assessment pages.

